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Our agenda today

• Forum now more than ever!
• Meeting content

• Icebreakers related to the coronavirus situation
• Exercises to explore this (or any) crisis

• Doing virtual meetings right
• Picking the right meeting platform
• Using the technology well
• Reinforcing security and confidentiality
• Setting norms
• Virtual meeting agendas

• Other (virtual) connections outside of meetings
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Forum now more than ever!
We want so much to be in that place

where we are respected and cherished,

protected, acknowledged,

nurtured, encouraged, heard.

And seen, seen

in all our loveliness,

in all our fragile strength.

And safe, 

safe in all our trembling vulnerability.  

Where we are known and safe, 

safe and known.

Is it possible?
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Source: “Dreaming of Home” by Merle Feld 



Icebreakers for the present moment
• What risks do you see to your business/industry as a result of changes to 

the global business environment? How do you feel about those risks? 
• What is your number one opportunity to manage risks better? What 

commitment will you make to yourself to do something about this? 
• What current and future impacts do you anticipate for your supply 

chains from coronavirus? What will you do differently as a result of what 
you’ve learned? 

• As a business person and community member, how do you address the 
rising panic and effectively counteract it? 

• How can you responsibly deal with this topic without over-reacting or 
under-reacting? 

• How is the coronavirus global situation causing you to re-evaluate your 
priorities? If at all? 

• What can you stop doing right now that will help you focus on this 
current challenge? 

• What strategies help you be strong during tough times? 
• What part of your life or family needs the most care right now? 
• What leadership or relationship challenge has been exacerbated by the 

virus? 4

Source: Adapted from YPO “Connecting During Times of Crisis – Coronavirus and Beyond”



Exercises to explore this or any crisis (1)
• Coping With Uncertainty

• If you think of this situation as a jigsaw, roughly how many pieces would it 
have?

• What is the bigger context here?
• How much more would you need to know if order to reach the best 

solution? 
• Who can help you see some, or all, of the situation more clearly?
• What are the consequences of getting this decision wrong? What could 

you do to reduce those consequences?

• Difficult Choices
• What would your best-self decide?
• If you can’t change the situation, how can you look at it differently?
• If the worst happened, what would be the silver lining?
• What assumptions are you making that complicate this choice?
• What’s the downside of keeping the status quo? 
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Source: YPO “Connecting During Times of Crisis – Coronavirus and Beyond”



Exercises to explore this or any crisis (2)
• Facing Up to Reality

• In what ways might you be deceiving yourself here? 
• What do you want to believe about this?
• What would an outside observer see, looking at this?
• What’s the dialogue you really need to have, but haven’t had so far?
• What do you notice about your part in this? 

• Resilience
• Where do you get your energy from? What can you do to up your energy 

reserves on a regular basis? 
• How can you be more forgiving of yourself?
• How prepared can you be for being unprepared?
• What would allow you greater access to your sense of humor, when you 

need it?
• What is the best way for you to put successes and failures into a larger 

context? 
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Source: YPO “Connecting During Times of Crisis – Coronavirus and Beyond”



Picking the right meeting platform

• Good video conferencing is the cornerstone
• See and hear all members on one screen

• Options
• Zoom
• Circles
• BlueJeans, Google Hangout, GoToMeeting, 

Apple iChat/FaceTime
• Other options?
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Zoom
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• Zoom Pro: $150/year
• Video, chat, screen sharing
• PC, tablet or mobile app, dial-in option



Circles
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• Video feeds in a circle, not in a row or off to the side 
• Built-in agendas, timekeeping, random ordering, hand raising
• “+1” and Virtual “hugs”
Demo: https://vimeo.com/344376343

https://vimeo.com/344376343


Using the technology well
• Be a very active moderator, calling on people by name, 

managing the flow and timing
• Appoint a forum “tech guy” to assist/troubleshoot

• Test and/or train in advance, join early
• Put the video conference link in the invite to 

avoid scrambling before the meeting
• Join from a computer, not your phone or tablet 

for the best experience

• Always go on mute when you are not 
speaking.  Going off mute signals the 
moderator you want to speak next

• Join from a place with a strong internet connection. If your internet is slow, turn 
off video; use headphones for better sound quality

• Create a virtual circle to go around for certain parts of the meeting (ice 
breakers, experience sharing)

• Visual cues: thumbs up/down, yes/no signs
• Silence and put away other devices (especially your phone) except 

during breaks
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Reinforcing security and confidentiality

• Ensure all members are in a quiet, secure location
• Moderator should conduct periodic “security” surveys
• Have a method (think “safe word”) to quickly notify 

members if your location is no longer secure (e.g., 
someone has walked into the room

• Do not record meetings or screen-capture materials

Note: The use of a headset will ensure that other 
members’ voices are never heard by anyone who might 
walk into your room.
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Suggested virtual meeting norms
• All members are expected to sign in 10 minutes ahead of 

the scheduled start time.
• The meeting starts promptly on time.  Late arrivals are 

subject to the forum’s usual penalties/fines.
• Only the moderator may interrupt a speaking member.
• Keep your audio on mute and take it off only when you 

would like to speak. The moderator designates the next 
speaker.

• All members are expected to maintain a safe and 
confidential environment.  No public spaces. No driving.

• All email and text services are turned off or put in silent 
mode, and put away. No additional screens or devices 
are on. Distractions are kept to a minimum. 12



Virtual forum agendas: Possible variations
• Meeting length: 2-3 hours is probably the maximum 

attention span.
• Opening: Breathing exercise, confidentiality reminder, virtual 

meeting norms reminder
• Quick check-in variations: Where are you now? What’s on 

your desk? What’s out your window? What are you drinking 
right now?

• Update preparation time: 5 minutes of music, bio break if 
necessary. No electronic break!

• Closing
• Evaluate: What worked well? What could be improved?
• Appreciate: Something (or someone) I am appreciating today…
• Act: What will you do or do differently as a result of today’s 

meeting?
• Check out: What is the one word you’d like to carry back into your 

real world today? 13



Virtual meeting – Sample two-hour agenda

• Welcome/confidentiality reminder (5 min)
• Clearing the air (5)
• Ice breaker (15)
• Update preparation, sharing, and parking lot (30)

• 2-3 min/person depending on forum size

• Presentation or topical exercise (45)
• Takeaways (10)
• Housekeeping (10)
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Other virtual connections outside of meetings

• Forum social media channel (e.g., WhatsApp, 
Slack, iChat)

• Virtual “coffees” (1-on-1 meetings)
• “A day in the life”: A specified day to post a few 

selfies on the forum’s social media platform
• “Happy Hour”: A one-hour social meet-up with 

everyone on the video platform, but as if you were 
sitting around a bar

• “Holiday/birthday happening”: Same as a happy 
hour but centered on celebrating a holiday or 
significant event
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Q&A

For More Information:

• Bob Halperin rhalperin@alumniforumservices.com
(781) 248-4181 www.alumniforumservices.com / www.alumniforumblog.com
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